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Nowadays libraries of various sorts are 
under extending strain to survey their 
organizations due to the money related 
necessity. Extraordinary library should be a 
library that is concerned uniquely with the 
composition of a particular subject or 
assembling of subjects. The outrageous 
distinction in information from print to 
electronic construction has incited have 
changed their purchasing plan from 
printed to electronic design. The current 
survey attempts to get to the idea of 
organizations conveyed by extraordinary 
libraries of various part schools of Dr. 
M.G.R. Educational and Exploration 
Foundation College, Chennai through 
erratically gathered data from 500 
representatives and understudies by 
directing an especially arranged survey 
and getting the filled responses. 

            ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......... 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In this state of the art mechanical period, fast movement in information taking care of, accumulating and 
correspondence progressions has made turmoil in the occupation of libraries of various kinds generally 
through the world in conveying information organizations to their customers. Using advancements 
information is gotten to, dealt with, collected and controlled or bestowed in present day libraries. This 
has opened new opportunities to deal with their sources and organizations. Libraries in academic and 
assessment establishments expect a principal part in ensuring quality guidance or investigation. This 
current audit attempts to find the need and presumptions for the customers from the extraordinary 
libraries of part colleges of Dr. M. G. R. Informative and Exploration Organization College, Chennai. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Past composed works related to the current audit are overviewed here to appreciate and endeavor this 
survey right way. 

Neelakandan. B et al (2010) endeavored an audit on implantation of Mechanized Library The executives 
Framework using Koha open source programming. The examination found that this robotization 
adventure would fill in as a model for any library. As this is an open source, any library would have the 
choice to use this item to go for computerization for their exercises. 

Mina Tavassoli Farahi and R.T.D Ramesh Gandhi (2011) made a close to write about the Reception of 
Data progresses in Clinical Libraries in Karnataka, India and Iran. The survey examines that a few clinical 
libraries simply are totally robotized in the two countries. This close to study on the circumstance with 
Data propels in the two India and Iran proposes critical proposition for the progression of library 
motorization and incredible use of Data Innovation. 

Indra Dotiya (2013) in her assessment paper, "Knowledge Library Framework: Computerized reasoning 
Innovation gives a succinct view on the key thought of as of late made locale known as Man-made 
consciousness in library and its abilities in a library. 

Basanta Kumar Das and Mahapatra (2015) explain in their survey named "Electronic Asset 
Administrations in Libraries: A framework" how to help the use of e-resources in insightful libraries. 

Yingqi Guo, Chee Hon Chan and Paul S.F. Wail (2017) in their survey on novel assortment in 
receptiveness of libraries in Hong Kong show that there is a huge heterogeneity of library course of action 
in Hong Kong through the openness of neighborhood compact libraries. The Review reveals that the 
made midtown locales showed basically higher receptiveness to libraries differentiated and sub 
metropolitan areas. 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The current audit has several objectives furnished here under: 

 To perceive the justification for visit to libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Enlightening and Exploration 
Foundation College, Chennai by their customers and research how much of the time they visit to 
library 

 To find the level of satisfaction of the customers over e-resources open in the libraries of Dr. M. 
G. R. Informative and Exploration Establishment College, Chennai. 

 To know how e-resources are gotten to by the customers of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and 
Exploration Organization College, Chennai. 

 To recognize the evaluation on openness of web accessibility in the workplace libraries of Dr. M. 
G. R. Educational and Exploration Foundation College, Chennai and find the evaluation of 
customers on which design is pleasant in getting to e-resources open in the uncommon libraries 
of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Organization College, Chennai. 

 To find the sort of library as regularly as conceivable used by the customers of libraries of Dr. M. 
G. R. Educational and Exploration Organization College, Chennai. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The current audit has been endeavored by managing a particularly arranged survey to an unpredictable 
illustration of 500 staff and understudies of part colleges of Dr. M. G. R. Enlightening and Exploration 
Foundation College, Chennai and get-together the data from the filled in 500 survey got back. The data 
collected thusly is poor down and interrelated for portraying the results of the audit. 
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Data Analysis and Interpretations 

Table-1 
Frequency of Visit to the Library By Users 

FREQUENCY OF VISIT NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Once in a day 140 28 

Once in alternate days 115 23 

Once in a week 180 36 

Once in a month 060 12 

Every now and then 005 01 

TOTAL 500 100 

 

The examination of the data showed in the table-1 uncovers that a larger piece of customers (180 
respondents) of extraordinary libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Establishment 
College (36%) visit library once in seven days followed by 140 respondents (28%) visiting library once in a 
day, 115 respondents (23%) visiting library once in substitute days, 60 respondents (12%) visiting library 
once in a month, and 5 respondents (1%) visiting library infrequently. The survey shows that a huge part 
of the customers of remarkable libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informative Exploration Organization College 
(87%) visit library once in a week and intermittent visitors are astonishingly least in number (1%). 

Table-2 
Purpose of Visit to Library by Users 

PURPOSE OF VISIT NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

To visit a friend 012 02.40 

To prepare lecture 105 21.00 

To read news papers 065 13.00 

To borrow books 085 17.00 

To refer books 175 35.00 

To surfing internet 058 11.60 

TOTAL 500 100.00 

 

The data presented in the table-2 shows that a bigger section (175 respondents) of customers (35%) of the 
unprecedented libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Foundation College, Chennai visit 
library for helping reference organizations followed by 105 respondents (21%) visiting library for 
arranging address, 85 respondents (17%) visiting library for benefitting book advancing organizations 
and 65 respondents (13%) visiting library for examining news papers while 58 respondents (11.6%) visit 
library for riding web to search for information. 

Table-3 
The Level of Satisfaction Over E-Resources Available in the Library 

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Excellent 056 11.20 

Good 115 23.00 

Not Bad 235 47.00 

Poor 048 09.60 

Very Poor 046 09.20 

TOTAL 500 100.00 
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The data given in the table-3 uncovers that a bigger section (235 respondents) of customers (47%) of 
uncommon libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Organization College express their 
satisfaction over e-resources open in the library with the remark "Not Terrible" followed by 115 
respondents (23%) with the remark "Extraordinary", 56 respondents (11.2%) with the remark "Amazing", 
48 respondents (9.6%) with the remark "Poor" and 46 respondents (9.2%) with the remark "Outstandingly 
Poor". The overall examination on these data shows that 81.2% of the customers of Dr. M. G. R. 
Enlightening and Exploration Foundation College are content with the e-resources available in the library 
with positive remark. 

Table-4 
Mode of Access to E-Resources 

MODE OF ACCESS TO E-RESOURCES NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

IP authenticated access 160 32 

Pass word authenticated access 340 68 

TOTAL 500 100 

 

The survey through the assessment of data showed in the table-4 shows that a larger piece of customers 
of uncommon libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informational and Exploration Establishment College induction to 
e-resources through using confirmed pass word however 160 respondents (32%) permission to e-
resources through using confirmed IP address. 

Table-5 
Opinion on Availability of Internet Connectivity in the Department Library 

OPINION ON AVAILABILITY 
OF INTERNET 

NO OF 
RESPONDENTS 

PERCENTAGE 

Available 364 072.80 

Unavailable 136 027.20 

TOTAL 500 100.00 

 

The survey subject to the table-5 shows that a larger section (364 respondents) of customers (72.8) of 
exceptional libraries of Dr. M. G. R. informative and Exploration Organization College think web 
network is open in office library while 136 respondents (27.2%) express that no web accessibility is open 
in the workplace library. 

Table-6 
Types Library Frequently Used by the Users 

TYPES OF LIBRARY NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Department Library 086 17.20 

Central Library 335 67.00 

Both Libraries 079 15.60 

Total 500 100.00 

 

The data exhibited in the table-6 reveals that a larger piece of (335 respondents) customers (67%) of 
exceptional libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informational and Exploration Establishment College induction to the 
organizations conveyed by Focal Library followed by 86 respondents (17.2%) using the organizations of 
division library while 79 respondents (15.8%) accept they use the two libraries to search for information. 
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Table-7 
Opinion Expressing Which Format is Comfortable in Accessing E-Resources 

COMFORTABLE FORMAT NO OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

PDF 182 36.40 

HTML 056 11.20 

DOC 144 28.80 

PPT 089 17.80 

JPEG 029 05.80 

TOTAL 500 100.00 

 

The data presented in the table-7 uncover that a bigger section (182 respondents ) of customers (36.4%) 
feel okay with PDF configuration in getting to e-resources followed by144 respondents (28.8%) approving 
of DOC plan, 89 respondents (17.8%) with PPT plan, 56 respondents (11.2%) with HTML and 29 
respondents (5.8%) with JPEG configuration in getting to e-resources. 

V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A part of the revelations of the current survey are given underneath followed by a few thoughts. 

 Most of the customers (87%) of extraordinary libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informative and 
Exploration Establishment College visit library once in seven days leaving behind an immaterial 
1% of rare visitors to library. 

 A larger piece of respondents (35%) visit library to help reference organizations. 
 Most of the customers (81.2%) of extraordinary libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informative and 

Exploration Organization College express their satisfaction decidedly over e-resources open in 
the library. 

 Pass word affirmed induction (68%) to e-resources is extensively found among the customers of 
uncommon libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Informational and Exploration Foundation College appeared 
differently in relation to IP confirmed induction with e-resources (32%). 

 Most of the respondents (72.8%) guarantee the openness of web network in office libraries. 
 Central library is generally used by respondents (82.8%) using extraordinary libraries of Dr. 

M.G.R. Informational and Exploration Foundation College. 
 PDF configuration is enjoyed by a larger piece of respondents (36.4%) to be pleasing in getting to 

e-resources. 
 

VI. SUGGESTIONS 

 Regardless simple modernized organizations like giving email and web workplaces, the 
exceptional libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Enlightening and Exploration Organization College need to 
additionally foster progressed organizations like online data bases, Cd Rom informational 
collection organizations, permission to e-journal, electronic requesting/abstracting informational 
index, etc 

 Quick consistent web network should be ensured to attract electronic library customers. 
 Bearing projects in making care on e-resources should be consistently organized in the one of a 

kind libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Organization College. 
 Latest invigorated programming groups ought to be given by replacing out dated programming 

to guarantee state of the art progressed climate. 
 The library experts should take significant steps for purchasing in more journals for reference 

scrutinizing. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In this modernized period, libraries give a convincing means to scatter learning resources for 
understudies and various customers. A shrewd examination of the affiliation, its customers, an attestation 
of the cost and need for establishment and advancing help is required for digitalization of uncommon 
libraries. Such libraries present opportunities and troubles for the library and information organizations 
and all accomplices. Libraries ought to be in front line for changing changes. They are really creating 
natural substance. Libraries of Dr. M. G. R. Educational and Exploration Establishment College should 
have the choice to change complete digitalization regardless goals of money related, specific and 
individual requirements. 
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